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Presents programmers with the tools to learn how to use JSP and Servlets to create the Web front

end of J2EE applications, even with no previous experience using JSP or Servlets. Coverage

includes the role of JSP and Servelets in Java 2 Enterprise Edition, and designing and implementing

JSP libraries. Softcover.
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Wrox Press continues their time-honored tradional of piling as many authors into one 1200 page

volume that they can in the hopes that they will end up with a definitive treatment of the subject. The

authors range from seasoned professionals with real-world experience to pimple-faced hacks with

nothing but a year or two of college computer science courses behind them. .... I must confess that I

am not sure what I was expecting in these chapters but since JSP Tag Libraries seemed to be one

of the more challenging and interesting areas of JSPs I was hoping for some more meaningful,

'meaty' content.The assembly of these 18 (yes, 18!) authors wind up generating a book that

essentially could have been put together with more precision and continuity if it had 15 fewer

authors. It very much comes off as a rushed effort, without any tightness whatsoever. The writing

style of this second edition can only be described as amateurish. This, fortunately, can be a little

easier to swallow if you accept the spirit of the book (in Wrox's words 'Programmer to Programmer').

Take the text as quickly put-together material from programmers that have been through it (even if it



was brief or only in school) and you should be fine.Many unnecessary forward references exist

throughout the text and, because of the unusually large number of authors, there is a large amount

of repetition in the body of most chapters. The book's page count could also have been greatly

reduced had the authors not consistently given condensed introduction to material that ends up

being the subject matter for entire chapters later in the book. For example, two early chapters

describe the basics of Tag Libraries, only to have them surface as the primary topic of chapters 8 -

11.
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